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The Western red cedar can grow
to be a thousand years old. The
coastal temperate rainforest
ecosystem in which these trees
thrive took tens of thousands of
years to develop. And in the last
150 years, humans have reduced
this ecosystem to its last
fragments. These remaining cedar
giants stand as symbols of what
once was — and of what
resiliency means.
We know these ancient trees have
survived changing climates before.
With your support, we can make
sure they stand a ﬁghting chance
of surviving the climate crisis we
face today.
Members of the Red Cedar Circle
are committed to making
Sierra Club BC part of their legacy.
Like the Western red cedars, they
are deeply rooted to this place and
to Sierra Club BC’s work to protect
it. The support these gifts provide
is invaluable. They can also be
changed at any time to reﬂect
new circumstances.

QUESTIONS?

JOIN THE
LEGACY

For more information, contact us or
visit: sierraclub.bc.ca/legacy-giving
If you name Sierra Club of BC
Foundation in your will, please let us
know — it helps us plan for the future
and recognise your generosity.

CONTACT
Elisabeth Hazell
Manager of Donor Engagement
P: 250-882-3682
E: gifts@sierraclub.bc.ca
Sierra Club of BC Foundation
301-2994 Douglas St.
Victoria, BC V8T 4N4
Charitable registration number:
119149797 RR0001
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LEAVE A LEGACY

Legacy giving means leaving Sierra Club BC a gift in
your will or estate plan that will help us protect the
land and water in honour of your memory. There are
several ways to become a Red Cedar Circle Member:

BEQUESTS

“

By supporting
Sierra Club BC, we
know British Columbia
will always have an
advocate for nature.

”

Diane & Brian Pinch
Red Cedar Circle Members
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Anyone can make a bequest. To
do so, you must have a will. If
you already have a will, consider
adding Sierra Club of BC
Foundation as a beneﬁciary. In
order to do this, you can either
replace your existing will or add a
“codicil” — an extra section.

INSURANCE
You can name us as the owner or
beneﬁciary of your life insurance
policy or retirement plan. Contact
your retirement plan administrator
or life insurance company and
complete the appropriate
beneﬁciary designation form.

IN MEMORIAM GIFTS
You can make a special bequest
or donation to Sierra Club of BC
Foundation as a tribute to a
loved one. These gifts will be
specially noted in our annual
report with the name of the
person who is being honoured,
and your name if you choose.

SECURITIES
Gifts of securities may be made
during your lifetime or as part of
a bequest. Giving a gift of
securities allows you to
experience the joy of giving and
to see the beneﬁts of your gift
— a living legacy.

JOIN THE RED
CEDAR CIRCLE
To hear from us about
legacy giving, please cut out
and mail this form with both
sides completed, or contact
us directly.
I would like to learn more
about giving gifts of
securities and life insurance.
I would like to discuss my
plans conﬁdentially.
I have already included
Sierra Club of BC
Foundation in my will.
Please refer me to a
trusted advisor.
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